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Although born into a wealthy family with conservative political views, Alan Bush 
had socialist and Marxist ideas he expressed through his essays and his music. 
Regarding the latter, those ideas were conveyed most of all through his four full-
length operas. This article will focus on Alan Bush’s Marxist ideas through the study 
of his first two operas: Wat Tyler (1950) and Men of Blackmoor (1956). Not only 
was Alan Bush (1900-1995) politically active through associations or parties 
defending the working class cause (e.g.: The Communist Party of Great Britain or 
The London Labour Choral Union ), but the English composer wrote operas whose 
themes emphasise the struggle of workers or individuals yearning for a better life. 
Although awarded a prize in the Art’s Council’s Festival of Britain opera 
competition in 1951, Wat Tyler was not premiered in the United Kingdom. The first 
performance took place on 6th September 1953 in Leipzig, then part of the German 
Democratic Republic. The first British production was at Sadler’s Well’s Theatre in 
1974. Following the Leipzig success of Wat Tyler, Men of Blackmoor was also 
premiered in the GDR, on 18th November 1956 in Weimar, even if the music, like 
Wat Tyler, was originally set to an English libretto penned by Nancy Bush, the 
composer’s wife. No professional staging of the opera was ever secured in Britain. 
Both Wat Tyler and Men of Blackmoor are based upon real English historical events 
and testify to Alan Bush’s active contribution to the ‘Renaissance’ of English music 
and opera during the second half of the twentieth century. Before dealing with the 
socialist content and ‘Englishness’ of these two operas, I will briefly ponder on Alan 
Bush’s political path and on his conviction that music can be an apt vehicle to lead 
to the transformation of capitalism into communism. 

 
Alan Bush’s Road to Communism 

 
Bush’s music and operas reflect his political commitment and conviction. He had 

been politically involved in socialism as soon as his mid-twenties when he joined 
the socialist wing of the Labour Party—The Independent Labour Party—in 1924. In 
1929, he became a member of the Labour Party when the ILP broke affiliation with 
the former under the influence of Trotskyism. During his studies in Berlin in the 
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1930s he had adopted a Marxist world-outlook for various reasons as explained in 
his 1980 essay ‘In my Eighth Decade’: 

 
My studies and my experiences in Berlin in the early 30s, the world 
economic crisis, the failure of social democracy in the Weimar 
republic to prevent the seizure of power by German fascism, the high 
culture and heroism of the communist workers of Germany [brought] 
me from the mechanical materialism of my boyhood to marxism, the 
world-outlook I adopted in 1934.1  
 

As a result of his mid-1930s conversion to Marxism, he joined the Communist party 
in 1935 and remained an unrepentant Marxist for his whole life. In 1980, at a time 
when the social and political shortcomings of most communist countries had long 
been revealed, he was still overjoyed at the achievements of the USSR and Cuba: 
 

The October Revolution of 1917, the firm establishment first of the 
U.S.S.R. and then of a group of socialist states in Eastern Europe, all 
growing steadily richer and more powerful, the continued survival of 
socialist Cuba despite the grave obstacles put in its way by the United 
States and the beginnings of socialism in several African states, all 
these marvels achieved in less than the eight decades of my lifetime so 
far! This is indeed a matter for rejoicing.2   
 

As Michael Oliver put it in a CD review published in Gramophone (April 1995), 
his lifelong Marxist commitment together with his musical conservatism may 
explain why Alan Bush is a continued neglected composer in spite of his sound 
musicianship: 

 
I don’t want to sound ungrateful, but it will be a shame and a disgrace 
if the year passes without a recording of at least one of Bush’s major 
orchestral works, preferably one of the operas and a representative 
selection of his choral music. His conservative style and his anything 
but conservative political views (a lifelong and unrepentant Marxist, 
all of his four operas had their premieres in the unlamented so-called 
German Democratic Republic) are the reasons usually put forward 
for this continued neglect. The only argument needed to rebut them is 
that he is a very good composer indeed, better by far than some who 
have in recent years been recorded much more extensively. [...] In a 
way, Bush’s political radicalism and his musical conservatism are 
linked.3 
 

Alan Bush’s Marxist views were not only circumscribed to body politics, it was 
also part and parcel of the way he apprehended the creation and development of 

                                                
1 Alan BUSH, ‘In My Eighth Decade’, in Alan Bush, In My Eighth Decade and Other Essays, 
London: Kahn & Averill, 1980, p. 20. 
2 Ibid., p. 24. 
3 Michael OLIVER, April 1995 Gramophone Review of Music By Alan Bush, 
http://www.musicweb-international.com/Redcliffe/rr008.htm, accessed on 10 June 2011. 
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music in society. Indeed, he wrote in his essay ‘Marxism and Music’, first published 
in 1937: 
 

Of all the arts music is the one which seems farthest removed from the 
influence of social and economic conditions. Its abstract character 
appears to lend weight to the supposition that its development has 
proceeded independently from the rest of man’s historical progress. 
Yet it can be shown incontrovertibly that various main periods of 
music coincide with well-marked social and economic changes. The 
coincidence is often very close. Detailed variations in the form taken 
by some one particular development in different countries can be 
attributed to an earlier or later rise to power of a new social class in 
those countries and to no other cause.4  
 

In other words, Bush considered that there is a close link between art and society 
and, most of all that music is subject to social and economic factors. When these 
factors change, the style of the music created changes as well. To a certain extent, he 
applies the Marxist concepts of infrastructure and superstructure to the relation 
between music and society. Since music is the product of the organisation of society, 
it means that music is apposite to account for the state of society at a specific time. 
In less Marxist terms, it simply means that music can be a mirror of society. 

 
Music and the Transformation of Society 

 
If music can be a mirror of society, it can also be apt to change the way it is 

organised. As a Marxist, Alan Bush thought that his art could contribute to 
transforming the organisation of society as he put it in 1980, again in ‘In my Eighth 
Decade’: 
 

For me, as a musician and as a man, marxism is a guide to action. It 
challenges me to express through musical art the feelings of men and 
women all in their struggles to create a condition of social 
organisation in which science and art will be the possession of all and 
in which they will themselves be no longer exploiters nor objects of 
exploitation. 
Among those of my compositions in which this challenge has been 
most clearly taken up are my four full-length operas, one of them a 
prize-winner in the Arts Council Opera Competition of 1951. It has 
been my inestimable good fortune to see them all produced in seven 
different opera houses of the German Democratic Republic as well as 
one in a London opera house and another one in two opera houses of 
the U.S.S.R.5 
 

It is in his four full-length operas that Alan Bush strongly expressed his Marxist 
convictions. All of them examine class struggle through the stories of common 
people (be it peasants, miners, or workers; be it individually or collectively) who 
                                                
4 Alan BUSH, ‘Marxism and Music’, in op. cit., p. 26. 
5 Alan BUSH, ‘In My Eighth Decade’, in op. cit., pp. 20-21. 
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rebel or have rebelled against their living and working conditions. What is all the 
more interesting is that, historically speaking, Bush developed the themes and 
subjects of his four operas in a nearly perfect chronological order. His first opera 
(Wat Tyler) tells the story of the peasants and of their leader (Wat Tyler) taking part 
in the Peasant’s Revolt of 1381, also known as the fourteenth-century Poll Tax Riots 
(here Bush tackles the questions of serfdom). In the second (Men of Blackmoor), 
Alan Bush turned to the story of the miners of Northhumberland and Durham 
between 1800 and 1835 (here Bush deals with the questions of capitalism in the 
mining industry during the Industrial Revolution). His third opera (The Sugar 
Reaper, 1966) is about the struggle of the people of Guyana against the oppression 
of the British colonial regime in the 1950s (here the themes of imperialism and 
colonialism are envisaged). Contrary to Bush’s last opera, the librettos of these three 
operas are by Nancy Bush. Finally, his fourth and last opera (Joe Hill - The Man 
Who Never Died, 1970) is based on a play by the American playwright Barrie 
Stavis: The Man Who Never Died. The libretto of Joe Hill - The Man Who Never 
Died is by Barry Stavis himself, after his play. The subject of the play is the true 
story of a Swedish emigrant who had become a working-class hero in America after 
being apparently wrongly accused of taking part in a robbery. He was then tried and 
executed in 1915.   
 

After this brief overview of the Marxist aspects of Alan Bush’s four operas, I 
would like to examine more precisely how Alan Bush conveyed his Marxist 
convictions in his first two operas. 

 
Wat Tyler and English Proto-communism in the Middle Ages 

 
In Wat Tyler the themes of oppression and class struggle clearly appear in the words 
of the opening prologue: 
 

PROLOGUE 
 

The edge of a forest in Kent, end of May 1381. A group of PEASANTS 
enter. They walk slowly across the stage and disappear. The 
HERDSMAN sits over a fire. 
 
PEASANTS 
 Dark at daybreak I drag my oxen    1 
 Over the frozen fields, fast yoked to the plough. 
 For fear of my lord I dare not linger, 
 However cruel the cold of winter. 
 Long must I labour on my lord’s lands;   5 
 For him the seasonable days, 
 For me the rain and summer storms 
 That drench and rot my mouldering crops. 
 Little is left for my own acre, 
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 Yet from my own land I must live.               10 
 Weary my work is, weary and woeful, 
 For I am bound, I am not free.6 

 
The words of this passage clearly emphasise the hard working conditions of the 
peasants. They work hard (line 1 and line 11), in fear of their lord (line 3), all day 
(line 5) and as soon as day break (line 1), no matter how hard the weather conditions 
(lines 2, 4 and 7) that can damage their crops (line 8) will be. Finally the prologue 
ends on a clear and strong indictment of serfdom : ‘For I am bound, I am not free’ 
(line 12). The class struggle is also suggested by the opposition/antinomy to be 
found lines 6 and 7: ‘For him the seasonable days, /For me the rain and summer 
storms’. The main themes of the story are then to found at the very beginning of the 
libretto. 
 

Further in the opera, Act 1, scene 3, there is a religious call to equality and 
rebellion through the speech of  John Ball, an English Lollard priest and another real 
leader with Wat Tyler (1341-1381) in the peasants uprising of 1381: 

 
JOHN BALL 
 [...] 
  (He stands with bowed head, crosses himself and murmurs 
‘In Nomine Domini, Filii et Spiriti Sancti Amen.’) 
 
 In the beginning men were God’s creatures.   1 
 Then were we all created equal. 
 Only perverse man’s tyranny 
 Hath since created serf and lord. 
  
Oh, my good friends, in this our England   5 
 It goes not well, nor ever will, 
 Till all be held in common here, 
 Till high and low be levelled out, 
 Lords no more masters than ourselves.7 
  
 [...] 
    (Act 1, scene 3) 

  
This speech is based on a famous discourse, known as ‘Cast off the Yoke of 
Bondage’ delivered by John Ball during the Peasants’ rebellion, but is yet different 
from Ball’s. The quotation of some extracts from John Ball’s original speech will 
lead us to grasp what Nancy Bush’s rewriting of Ball’s original text entails: 
 

From the beginning all men by nature were created alike, and our 
bondage or servitude came in by the unjust oppression of naughty 
men. For if God would have had any bondsmen from the beginning, he 
would have appointed who would have had any bond and who free. 

                                                
6 Nancy BUSH, Wat Tyler [Libretto], London: Joseph Williams, 1956, p. 9. 
7 Ibid., p. 37. 
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And therefore I exhort you to consider that now the time is come, 
appointed to us by God, in which ye may, if ye will, cast off the yoke of 
bondage, and recover liberty.8 

 
The religious dimension of both texts with the references to Genesis, at least 
stylistically (In the beginning—Nancy Bush— and From the beginning—John 
Ball—for instance), is quite striking. Bush and his wife were probably not interested 
in the religious aspect of Ball’s text but it may have been for them an apt means to 
foreground the idea that the way society is organised today is not the only way it can 
be organised. On the contrary, the moral aspect of ‘Cast off the Yoke of Bondage’ 
(‘the unjust oppression of naughty men’) is erased from Nancy Bush’s lines. What is 
also salient in the rewriting of the first two lines of her fake real John Ball’s speech 
is that the ideas expressed are the same as in the latter (‘In the beginning men were 
God’s creatures/ Then were we all created equal’—Nancy Bush—and “From the 
beginning all men by nature were created alike”—John Ball). The reason for such a 
change may be accounted for by the necessity to write words to be set to music, 
even if, for example, Benjamin Britten’s own setting to music of the original text of 
Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night's Dream testifies to the possibility of keeping the 
same words for the transposition of a play into opera. In fact, the difference between 
Nancy Bush’s and John Ball’s words may rather indicate to the listener (or reader) 
that her text is not John Ball’s or goes beyond an obvious reference to his writings. 
Indeed, some words are not to be found in John Ball’s text. As an illustration of this, 
I will quote line 11 (‘Till high and low be levelled out’). The verb ‘level’ makes us 
thing of a group of English social and political reformers in the seventeenth century 
called the True Levellers (or the Diggers). Their leader was Gerrard Winstanley 
(1609-1676), and one of his most famous texts reminds us of John Ball’s speech of 
1381: 
 

In the beginning of time, the great creator Reason made the earth to 
be a common treasury, to preserve beasts, birds, fishes and man, the 
lord that was to govern this creation; for man had domination given to 
him, over the beasts, birds and fishes; but not one word was spoken in 
the beginning, that one branch of mankind should rule over another.9 

 
The words are different but the ideas and the religious references are similar. This is 
hardly surprising as Winstanley was an English Protestant religious dissenter and 
reformer. Thus Nancy Bush’s text is intertextual and produces some kind of 
ventriloquism. It indeed appears to be dialogical in the Bakhtinian sense of the word 
in that it is resonant with the proto-communist voices of John Ball and Gerrard 
Winstanley. Yet, this speech, like the whole opera, did not aim at being realistic. 
 

                                                
8 John BALL Speech—‘Cast off the Yoke of Bondage’, http://www.famous-speeches-and-
speech-topics.info/famous-short-speeches/john-ball-speech-cast-off-the-yoke-of-
bondage.htm, accessed on 10 June 2011. 
9 Gerrard WINSTANLEY, The True Levellers’ Standard Advanced: Or, The State of 
Community Opened, and Presented to the Sons of Men (1649), in Alain MORVAN, Jean-
François GOURNAY and Franck LESSAY, Histoire des idées dans les îles britanniques, 
Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1996, p. 98. 
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Alan and Nancy Bush did not write a documentary. They produced a work of art, 
a true opera including nonetheless social and political comments. Writing an opera 
implies to alter real events to respect the rule of unity as is recalled by Nancy Bush 
in her preface to Wat Tyler:  

 
Historical material tends to be episodic, and therefore some changes 
of detail were necessary in order to produce a more compact action: 
for example, the collection of the Poll Tax which first kindled the 
Rising took place at Brentwood, Essex, not in Maidstone, as appears 
in the libretto; the march of the peasants to Canterbury is omitted; 
there were in fact two meetings between Richard II and Wat Tyler, at 
Mile End and Smithfield, but these have been combined into one at 
Smithfield, where on June 15th Tyler met his death; finally, the 
tearing up of the charters of freedom by the King at the end of the 
Rising took place at Waltham, Essex, and not before Westminster 
Abbey, as represented. But apart from these changes, every effort has 
been made to keep closely to the known facts.10 

 
According to Alan Bush, working with his wife as a librettist also led him to fulfil 

his task as an opera composer and solve the artistic problems of the genre as he 
wrote in ‘Problems of opera’, first published in 1952: 
 

The composition of an opera presents serious artistic problems. The 
many diverse factors make unity hard to achieve.11 […] But there is a 
further problem of a different kind. The stage action can easily work 
against the special characteristics of musical structure.12 […]  
 
The various problems were uppermost in my mind while I was 
working on my opera Wat Tyler. It was my unique good fortune to find 
my own wife a librettist with whom many basic difficulties could be 
faced. In her libretto explanation and narrative are reduced to a 
minimum, occupying less than ten minutes in a whole of more than 
two and a half hours. In order to reconcile and satisfy the rival claims 
of musical requirement and realistic development of the story, there 
are a number of set pieces in the shapes of solo songs, but these only 
occur where, in the actual circumstances of the time, the persons 
concerned might in reality have broken into song or found themselves 
plunged in meditation.13  
 

With Wat Tyler, Alan Bush wrote a real opera and respected the rules of the 
genre. His aim was not to write a second-rate opera. Even if he wanted to convey 
through the operatic medium his Marxist convictions, it was not to make artistic 
compromise. It was probably his way of taking an active part in the ongoing 
‘rebirth’ of English opera in the 1950s. 

                                                
10 Nancy BUSH, ‘Preface’ to op. cit., p. 1. 
11 Alan BUSH, ‘Problems of opera’, in op. cit., p. 33. 
12 Ibid., p. 34 
13 Ibid., p. 35. 
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Men of Blackmoor: the English Working Class during the 

Industrial Revolution 
 

His second opera Men of Blackmoor is also an opera following all the rules of the 
genre. Here, the hard working condition of the miners and the way capitalism 
functions are denounced. Like the story of Wat Tyler, it is based on real facts, the 
strikes of the miners of the Northhumberland district in the 1830s. Following early 
strikes, the miners gained wages concessions, but in order to maintain their profits 
the owners tried to recruit miners from Wales or Cornwall. As they were ready to 
work for lower wages than the local miners they could endanger their jobs. In the 
libretto, the struggle and the determination of the strikers as well as the threat of 
being made redundant appear through the words of Geordie, Daniel, Jenny and 
Fletcher: 

 
GEORDIE [A miner] 
 They say if we hold together awhile 
 We’ll win the little that we have asked. 
 And what's a hungry week or two, they say, 
 In a life of betterment?14 
 
    (Act I, scene 1) 
 
DANIEL [Another miner] 
 Now’s a hard time, 
 But a time of hope for the men of this valley. 
 Since we have stood together so long, 
 Hunger and want won’t break us now. 
 The little we ask, that we must get, 
 For what we ask is just. 
 
JENNY [ Daniel’s boyfriend and Fletcher’s daughter] 
 Now I begin to fear your thoughts. 
 You have grown hard.15 
 
    (Act I, scene 2) 
 
FLETCHER [The Viewer = The Manager of the Colliery] 
 Be silent. 
  (Turning to DANIEL) 
 As for you, I’ve news for you. 
 Too long we’ve waited the miners’ pleasure, 
 With idle pit and empty keels. 
 But now there’ll be no more of it; 
 You’ve lost the chance to work if you would. 

                                                
14 Nancy BUSH, Men of Blackmoor [Libretto], London: Joseph Williams, 1959, p. 3. 
15 Ibid., p. 10. 
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 Others can fill the place you left. 
 Today you shall see it.16 
 
    (Act I, scene 2) 
 

As the story is set in early nineteenth-century England, there is also a strong 
indictment of child labour in the collieries. We should remember that child labour in 
the English mines only became partly restricted in the 1840s when Lord Ashley, an 
advocate of child labour reform, set up the Children’s Employment Commission. 
The Mines Act of 1842 prohibited the employment of all females and boys less than 
ten years of age from working underground in mines. 17 Bush’s denunciation of child 
labour appears Act III, scene 2: 

 
YOUNG LEADMINER 
 Who may you be? 
 
SARAH 
 One from the village. Don’t be afraid,  
 I mean you no harm. 
 
LEADMINER 
 I thought you a spirit, 
 Starting so sudden out of dark. 
 
SARAH 
 Poor lad, you are sighing for sleep. 
 
LEADMINER 
 I thought you a spirit, 
 Starting so sudden out of the dark. 
 
SARAH 
 Poor lad, you are sighing for sleep. 
 
LEADMINER 
 Never you tell that I was drowsy, 
 Or they’ll dock my wage for me. 
 
 

                                                
16 Ibid., p. 12. 
17 ‘In 1840, Lord Ashley, who had been concerned over the previous decade about children’s 
working hours and conditions and had sponsored a “10 hours” bill in 1833 to reduce their 
working hours, persuaded Parliament to set up a Royal Commission of Inquiry into Children’s 
Employment. The Commission produced two reports. The horrific First Report on Children in 
Mines, published in May 1842, led to the 1842 Coal Mines Act prohibiting the employment 
underground of all female labour and of boys under 10 years old. The Second Report, 
published early the following year (though dated 1842) covered Trades and Manufactures,’ 
http://www.origins.net/BritishOrigins/gallery-employment/ChildrensEmployment.aspx, 
accessed on 10 June 2011. 
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SARAH 
 You need not fear. It’s nothing to me. 
 
LEADMINER 
 I mind the ’gin. 
 It turns the wheel by day, by night. 
 Now it is set; I’ll mend the fire.  
 
  (He leaves his place and stokes furnace)18 
 
    (Act III, scene 2) 

 
Alan Bush and his wife then touched on the hard working conditions of the 

workers in Men of Blackmoor and those of the peasants in Wat Tyler to show their 
spectators that, by rebelling against them, they had already paved the way for a 
better future, even if, ironically enough, the heroes of these operas are ‘losers’ since 
Wat Tyler is killed and the strikers are eventually defeated. 
 

Ironically enough, again, Bush and his wife also expressed their ideas through an 
opera, that is to say a genre which is sociologically more appreciated by the middle-
class than by the working class, even if the ideas and themes developed throughout 
Bush’s operas are also aimed at people from the middle-class in order to make them 
probably think over class relations, inequalities and injustice. Yet, musically 
speaking, his operas may appeal to the largest possible audience. The musical 
language of the operas is tonal and is justly considered as post-romantic. Alan Bush 
is sometimes compared to Ralph Vaughan Williams for two main reasons. On the 
one hand, for the post-romantic style of his music and, on the other, for his use of 
traditional elements from folk songs in his compositions19. Folk songs give a 
national character to the music of his operas (American folk songs in Joe Hill - The 
Man Who Never Died; Caribbean music in The Sugar Reapers) but, to some extent, 
they also partake of his criticism of the atonal music of avant-garde composers. Alan 
Bush disliked their music as is expressed vehemently in his essay ‘The Composer 
Speaks’ (1971): 

 
Dislike by the public for the works produced by the twentieth-century 
Viennese School has been widespread, expect perhaps for Alban 
Berg’s violin Concerto and his opera Wozzeck, both of which 
alternate between serial and tonal styles. The doughty champion of 
the School, Theodor Adorno, in his Philosophie der neuen Musik of 
1948, tried to make a case for assessing the works of the Viennese 
School as the only music adequate to the artistic climate of the mid-
twentieth century. But even he describes Schönberg’s mature works as 

                                                
18 Ibid., pp. 36-37. 
19 For a detailed analysis on the importance of folk songs during the second Renaissance of 
English music and their integration into Ralph Vaughan Williams’s first opera see Jean-
Philippe HEBERLÉ, Hugh the Drover by Ralph Vaughan Williams; Or, how to Give Back Its 
Englishness to English Opera’, in Floriane REVIRON (ed.), Englishness Revisited, 
Newcastle-Upon-Tyne: Cambridge Scholars P, 2009, pp. 68-78. 
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‘Werke des grossartigen Misslingens’, that is, ‘works of magnificent 
failure’.20  

 
Listening to the music of Men of Blackmoor, it is obvious that the pastoral music of 
Act 1, scene 2 played by the strings and the woodwinds have nothing to do with the 
music of the avant-garde. The score of Act I, scene one seems to be a model of post-
romantic and Wagnerian music with the horns opening the opera and creating an 
awry atmosphere. The sharp contrast between the horns and the tuneful and lyrical 
strings reinforces the duality between the hard working conditions of the workers 
(symbolised by the opening horns) and the peaceful and happy life they pine for 
(symbolised by the lyrical strings). An example of Alan Bush’s use and taste for folk 
songs appears Act 3 where he quotes the melody of a Northhumberland folk song he 
discovered in Newcastle city hall library. The integration of folk songs elements into 
the score is justified dramatically speaking but it also contributes to reinforcing the 
popular character of his music. Thus everything in the music is there to lure the 
audience and comply with the Marxist-Leninist dogma of socialist realism. This 
dogma was set by Stalin, Zhdanov and the communist authorities of the Eastern 
Bloc. It was mainly characterised by an emphasis on formalism and musical 
conservatism (rejection of atonality and of the so-called ‘decadent’ musical language 
of the composers of the second Vienna School: Arnold Schönberg, Alban Berg and 
Anton Webern) to reflect, flatter and indulge with the taste of the people or common 
man21. 
 
 

Conclusion 
 

To conclude, Alan Bush expresses his Marxist and communist views through his 
operas as illustrated by this study of Wat Tyler and Men of Blackmoor. Such views 
appear in the themes he touched on in the two operas, but also in the style of his 
operatic music which respects the Marxist-Leninist call to socialist realism. There is 
no difference between Alan Bush, the man and the citizen, and Alan Bush, the 
composer and the artist. His art voices his deepest lifelong political convictions. His 
political views should not be taken into account to appreciate or not to appreciate his 
music. Musically speaking, Alan Bush appears to be a populist composer not a 
modernist one. Although a neglected composer, his musical conservatism, a sin 
denounced by the diehard modernists, should be discarded to evaluate his merits as a 
composer. The study of his music should be the only way to acknowledge his role as 
one of the great twentieth-century English composers. His taste for folk music and 
his choice of English subjects are absolutely in keeping with the practice of most 
major English composers of the second Renaissance of English music. Although his 
operas were rarely or never performed in England and had too little radio airplay on 
the BBC, they are nonetheless part of a larger output which contributed to the 

                                                
20 Alan BUSH, ‘The Composer Speaks’, 
http://www.alanbushtrust.org.uk/writing/article_abush7.asp?room=Writing, accessed on 10 
June 2011. 
21 See most particularly Andrei Aleksandrovich ZHDANOV’s Soviet conception of art in 
Andrei Aleksandrovich ZHDANOV, On Literature, Music and Philosophy, 
London: Lawrence & Wishart, 1950. 
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‘rebirth’ of English opera from the mid-1940s, especially if one considers that Peter 
Grimes (1945) by Benjamin Britten was the opera which is supposed to have 
initiated this rebirth.  
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